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       Dear readers, 

Life is a seamless fabric of change which is stitched with the needles of experience and 

learning. As society we witnessed so many changes during  COVID in all walks of life. 

It’s been a while  since students were engaged in reading, and we need to pay attention 

to reading and writing skills I invite all the students to hone their skills in every sphere 

and get acknowledged on this literary platform. Let us all come together to enjoy and 

celebrate the power of written word. 

“Orchid", the school E-newsletter is not just the harbinger of news but it also 

embarks upon its journey of recording events, ideas and achievements of the       

students of DAV SJVN Duttnagar,  looking forward to being a witness to the crea-

tive pursuits of our young minds who shall be ignited and nurtured 

Happy reading to all 

Best wishes 

 

“Wise sayings often fall on barren ground, but a kind word is never thrown away. .” 
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     Let us know Him who is the mighty Lord of lords, 

                         The supreme Deity of deities, 

                           The Protector of protectors, 

                                 The Holy of the holies, 

                                The Lord of  the world 

                           And worthy of all adoration. 

 

The beginning of the new session was held with holy Mantras and        

Hawan performed by class XII students. 
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DAV School  Duttnagar has installed a play station for young kids to 

develop educational, social and physical ways in them. Playing    

simple games can improve your child’s mood, promote relaxation 

and reduce anxiety. 
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General Awareness Programme regarding health was conducted in school 
to create awakening among students through speeches and talk sessions 
by the students and worthy teachers. 
World Health Day is celebrated every year to raise awareness about the 
overall health and well being of people across the world. 
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Today DAV SJVN DUTTNAGAR celebrated 131st Birth Anniversary 

(14 April) of Bhimrao Ramji Ambedkar in which students created 

awareness about his achievements of life. 

Bhimrao Ramji Ambedkar (1891-1956 C.E.) popularly known as       

Babasaheb, was an Indian Educationalist, Lawyer and Politician. He 

was the principal architect of the Indian Constitution and first law min-

ister of India. 
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The students of DAV SJVN celebrated Himachal day by  performing in different 

cultural activities. They glorified the culture of Himachal Pradesh by performing 

Folk Dance. 

The students of Class-II celebrated Himachal Day by showing their artistic skills.  

Himachal Day is observed on 15th of April. The state became a province in India. 

Four districts of Mandi, Chamba, Mahasu and Sirmour were integrated with over 

two dozen princely states, leading to the formation of Himachal Pradesh as a Un-

ion Territory in 1948. 
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Class-X-C DAV SJVN School Duttnagar students displayed a beautiful presentation on 

World Earth Day on 22nd April  to demonstrate support for environmental protection. 

Every year on April 22, Earth Day marks the anniversary of the birth of the modern environ-

mental movement which started in 1970. It now includes a wide range of events coordinated 

globally by Earth Day organization  including 1 billion people in more than 193 countries. 

The official theme for 2022 is Invest In Our Planet. 
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Class-IX-B DAV SJVN School Duttnagar students gave their message by exhibiting a 

play on account of  International Worker’s Day, also known as Labour Day. Labour 

Day is a celebration of laborers and the working classes that is promoted by the interna-
tional labour movement and which occurs every year in the month of May. Labour Day 

honours the accomplishments of laborers and workers. 



 

 

 

Class-IX-A DAV SJVN School Duttnagar students conveyed their message by performing in  

play and reciting poems on account of Mother’s Day.  

Mother's Day is a celebration honoring the mother of the family or individual, 

as well as motherhood, maternal bonds, and the influence of mothers in soci-

ety. It is celebrated on different days in many parts of the world, most commonly in               

                  the months of March or May.  
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 DAV SJVN SCHOOL DUTTNAGAR conducted a creative salad dressing activity in 

which the students of VI-XII of different houses participated. The students used their 

creativity to make healthy salad by using different types of fruits and vegetables.  

 

The activity inculcated the value of healthy eating habits– ―Eat Well, Live Well and  

Be Well‖. The students enjoyed and had fun. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

        

 

 

                                      Little girl 
 

 

At newly built home, 

I went to take a look. 

I came out and looked around, 

I noticed that, and I was trying to break their nest. 

At that time I was just eight years old. 

I took a long stick and I was trying to do an action. 

But, I was not successful in my strategy. 

I didn't give up. 

Then two baby birds came out from there 

with making a lot of chattering sound. 

That time I took a lesson, if we want to do 

anything in our life it needs hard work and time. 

 

 

 

  Short story of life 

Life is something that originates from parents, 

And ends with us and with our thoughts. 

Life is something that makes our mind a hub of knowledge, 

It Teaches us about how to enjoy moments, and give lots of experience and memories . 

Every person becomes selfish with their growing age. 

Person who is not selfish that is rare  and rare is real. 

Real persons live their life in such a way that nobody lives. 

Life is sometime a heal , then we think of dying . 

Life is sometime a heaven, we need more time to enjoy. 

Life is everything when you have strategy to tackle the problems. 

Live life and enjoy the every second of life . 

God knows when we'll get off from this world. 

Life is never going to come back. If you waste it you waste the most precious thing 

                                                                     

                                                                                        - SAMARIKA +2 MED- 
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NATURE 
 

Save Nature 

Learn to be brave 

Trees are our gems 

Don't cut their stems 

Treat animals with care 

Or your earth will be bare 

You have brains 

Give them grains 

You have money 

Give them honey 

You have home  

Let them freely roam 

Save nature save 

Learn to be brave 

 
- ADISHA GRACK- (+2 MED) 
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POVERTY 
What even is the life of poverty? 

It isn’t always about prosperity 
 

They are living so rough 
Their stomachs aren’t filled enough 

 
The circle of poverty is vicious  

Facing obstacles have become so obvious 
 

What even is the life of poverty? 
It isn’t always about prosperity 

 
Impossible to think of problems they deal 

Their pain doesn’t get time to heal 
 

Our lives are so much easier 
While they are in sorrow and tears 

 
We people are so privileged 

They are deprived of the basic advantage 
 

What even is poverty?  
Just that life isn’t always about prosperity…… 

 
-Chahat Kedarta- (+2 MED) 
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COVID 19 

The last two years were the worst years in the history of humans in which lakhs 

of people died and many of them faced drastic situation due to Covid19 virus. 

This Virus has not only affected a particular area but the whole world. It be-

came more painful when it started snatching the innocent lives. The parents lost 

their children, on the contrary the children lost their parents due to this havoc. 

Due to this pandemic many big countries of the world imposed restriction on 

almost everything. This disease flared quickly from infected persons mouth , 

nose by coughing and sneezing. Due to this pandemic there was complete lock-

down in many countries by which many lost their jobs and many shutdown 

their business. The best thing of lockdown was that the nature was at its best 

form. It became completely free from air pollution emitted by vehicles , facto-

ries and big industries which helped in thickening of Ozone layer. All of us 

were confined at one place. Everything was shut down. Still this pandemic is 

not completely gone as we need to take precautions until it is completely over.  

I really feel happy now that things are gradually retrieving. I pray that such  

pandemic should not haunt us again and hope that people will live happily and 

freely. 
 

     Thank you               -          

                                                              Vrity Sharma- +2 Non Med. 
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The vaccination drive was conducted in school on 07 April 2022 for the 

age group of 12-14 years students. Life is precious and it is our utmost                

responsibility to save it. 
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